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Abstract
Do contemporary practices of attribution go far enough in acknowledging the contribution 
that others make to our work, particularly when they speak from the archive? The 
autobiographical fiction Faces in the Water (1961) from acclaimed author Janet Frame (1924-
2004) draws on her experiences of residing in various New Zealand mental hospitals between 
1945 and 1953. It is a rare and comprehensive account of the patient experience of these 
institutions that provided a critical lens for my doctoral research. Perhaps more importantly, 
through this text Frame taught me how difficult histories should be written, about the 
ambiguities we must accept and the value adjustments to be made in order to make sense of 
confounding inhumanity. Nowhere within my dissertation is the depth of this contribution 
acknowledged; a position developed out of respect for her family’s active opposition to the 
‘patronising’ and ‘pathologising discourse’ that continues to haunt contemporary receptions 
of Frame’s work. Within this paper I employ autoethnography to make explicit the process 
of working through a question that haunted me well beyond the completion of my doctoral 
research: whether contemporary practices of citation and acknowledgement are sufficient 
to value research contributions from beyond the grave. I will examine whether Frame’s 
contribution is commensurate with contemporary qualifications for co-authorship and the 
burdens of academic practice that act to suppress these conversations.
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Introduction
Kim Roberts recently observed that architectural historians ‘attend more to the production’ 
than the ‘reception of spaces … iron[ing] out raw affects into coherent historic narratives … 
careful to anchor or even bury subjective experience in aggregated and concrete evidences.’ She 
advocated giving voice to the stories that ‘linger without expression, repressed and uncanny in 
our memories, field-notes and writings, despite being the silent, nagging fuel of our inquiries.’1 
Haunting can strip back the burdens that academic convention layer upon historical research. 
In differentiating haunting from trauma, Avery Gordon suggests that haunting is accompanied 
by a ‘something-to-be-done’.2 Haunting does not constitute a simple to do list, of histories to 
be recovered, ordered and documented, but a pursuit characterised by intangibility. It rests on 
an intuitive sense that ‘something’ should be done but only through engagement, or perhaps 
completion, can we hope to identify what that something might have been. I understood that 
there was an issue outstanding with regard to my doctoral research, but it took three years to 
name the question that lingered long after the thesis had been homed within its library stack. 
What haunts me is guilt. Janet Frame, through the texts that she left behind - in particular 
Faces in the Water - provided the source material that made possible my doctoral research and 
although she was cited within my dissertation, this contained no formal acknowledgement 
of her significant contribution. Within this paper I employ autoethnography to examine 
and redress this oversight; to exhume the issues related to contemporary citation practices in 
respect of the archival voices that shape and make possible historical research. 

In early 2010 I embarked upon a doctoral study of New Zealand’s abandoned mental 
hospital sites that, languishing in rural backwaters, discarded and dilapidated, struck me as 
an evocative metaphor for the patients they once housed (Figure 1). I was informed, upon 
first meeting my supervisors, that I could not begin this project without first reading Frame’s 
Faces in the Water. Frame, who died in 2004, is regarded as one of New Zealand’s ‘most 
distinguished’ literary figures.3 The author of thirteen novels (two published posthumously), 
numerous short stories and a three-part autobiography, Frame was the recipient of several 
literary prizes, an Order of New Zealand (1990), a Commander of the Most Excellent Order 
of the British Empire (1983) and two honorary doctorates of literature (University of Otago, 
1978; University of Waikato, 1992). While Frame was a unique literary talent, there remains 
a tension between Frame the critically acclaimed author and Frame the mad former patient. 
Faces in the Water was positioned as fiction but drew heavily on the author’s experience within 
three New Zealand mental hospitals spanning the period 1945-1953. Published in 1961, Faces 
in the Water was written at the encouragement of a psychiatrist Dr Robert Hugh Cawley who 
recognised the trauma inflicted by institutionalisation and suggested Frame write for ‘cathartic 
closure.’4

Sylvie Gambaudo has observed that ‘clarifying the relationship between fiction and fact 
in Frame’s work has preoccupied most of her readers and critics.’5 For me, this preoccupation 
resided in the silences that seemed to shift and fall between three texts: Faces in the Water 
(1961), An Angel at my Table (1984; the second book in Frame’s three-part autobiography) 
and the subsequent addition of Michael King’s biography Wrestling with the Angel (2000). The 
relationship of Frame’s life experiences to her fiction does not present a problem so much as 
the enduring inextricability of her ‘madness’ from her talent. Returning to New Zealand as 
an author of critical acclaim in 1963, Frame ‘discovered a prevalent belief that her work was 
the product of a ‘mad genius’.6 This trend has not abated. Reviewers of Frame’s posthumously 
published works seem unable to avoid the temptation of discussing her personal history in 
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advance of reviewing the work in question.7 The Wikipedia entry for Frame, similarly, loses no 
time in discussing her hospitalisation, stating this within the first four lines before going on 
to provide a detailed account of the various psychiatrists Frame visited in London during her 
‘most prolific’ writing period (1956-1963). A photograph of Seacliff Asylum accompanies this 
profile (Figure 2).8

Figure 1 The corridor of a patient villa at Seaview Asylum, Hokitika, New Zealand. 
Photograph by author, April 2010.

Frame’s niece and literary executor, Pamela Gordon, actively fights the omnipresence of 
the time Frame spent as a psychiatric patient in any discussion of her work. In an interview 
with the New Yorker, published the same year I commenced my doctoral research, Gordon 
stated: ‘my major goal has been to try to bring the focus back onto [Frame’s] work in the face 
of pressure to exploit her personal life.’9 In a more recent publication she has written: ‘An 
approach of biographical speculation towards Frame’s work has been doggedly influential – in 
New Zealand at least – and it has set the tone for a patronising attitude and a pathologising 
discourse.’10 As a historian who has tried to make sense of New Zealand’s mental hospitals 
- institutions that, at their peak, held more than nine thousand patients11 and whose archival
records have been carefully sanitised - I understand the significant and enduring value of Faces
in the Water. Without Frame’s novel I could never have grasped what lingered in the silence; to
have read the way that architecture encodes behaviour when there was no one left to observe. 
I tried to express my gratefulness for its existence to Gordon, upon meeting her at a literary
event in 2015, just weeks after handing in my thesis. She was not interested in hearing it.

More than two decades after its publication, Frame confirmed that Faces in the Water 
resided much closer to reality than she’d initially suggested.12 The veracity of Frame’s account 
is evident in the fact that it so closely echoes the observations made by Erving Goffman in 
Asylums: Essays on the Social Situation of Mental Patients and Other Inmates, published in the 
United States the same year. Goffman was a sociologist and spent twelve months as a passive 
observer at St Elizabeth’s Psychiatric Hospital in Washington, D.C. The resulting publication 
has been labelled ‘a devastating critique of the realities of mental hospital life’ and a clear 
illustration that ‘little that could be described as therapeutic was found in the asylum.’13 
Goffman’s book revealed the detrimental effects to a patient’s self-esteem that resulted from 
the strict daily routines, the forced use of collective space and the social hierarchies that 
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accompanied asylum life. Accounts by former staff of New Zealand’s mental hospitals confirm 
that Frame’s experience was by no means unusual.14 The Confidential Forum for Former In-
patients of New Zealand’s Psychiatric Hospitals reported on the experiences of four hundred 
and ninety-three former patients and consolidated Frame’s personal experience as being more 
common than might otherwise be assumed.15

Figure 2 Seacliff Psychiatric Hospital, Dunedin, ca.1910, photographer unknown. 
Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand,1/2-002563;F 

I have empathy with Gordon’s desire to disassociate Frame’s work from her personal 
history. But the question must be asked, does this desire supersede the ethical responsibility 
to acknowledge the magnitude of Frame’s contribution to my own, and any subsequent, 
scholarship on New Zealand’s history of institutionalisation for mental illness? It should also 
be recognized that Frame’s work has performed as more than simply an archival account. It 
was published at a time when institutional care was still the norm for New Zealand’s mentally 
ill and Warwick Brunton has confirmed that Faces in the Water was thought to be so ‘perceptive’ 
regarding the patient experience that it was used for the purposes of training mental hospital 
staff for a number of years following its publication.16 This this raises broader questions about 
the ethics of curating the contributions of ourselves, or others, to history and to scholarship. 
What interests me here, however, is how I, as a researcher with a firm belief in reciprocity, 
failed to even consider a formal acknowledgment (beyond citation) of Frame’s essential 
contribution to my work? Within any field of research, accepted methods and ontological 
positions act to establish and ingrain disciplinary practices.17 The burdens of these practices 
will be examined to understand what acts to suppress a more serious acknowledgment of the 
contribution made to contemporary research by historical figures and whether, in adopting 
highly personal archival material, citation goes far enough in crediting the value of these 
contributions.
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Frame as source material / Frame as lens / Frame as 
mentor / Frame as friend?

Figure 3 Building remnants at Seacliff Asylum, Truby King Reserve, Otago, New 
Zealand. Photograph by author, April 2010.

Christine Sutherland has written that historians ‘are strangers in the past: we have to find 
our way about, learn the language, understand the culture, and sometimes come to grips with 
a very different set of values.’18 My doctoral research attempted to read complex social and 
personal histories through an examination of buildings in varying states of decay and through 
a lens of heavily sanitised departmental records. Carolyn Steedman has observed that in ‘actual 
archives’ there isn’t ‘very much there’. Yet, she argues, we cannot be shocked by the ‘exclusions’ 
of the archive, for its very existence provides the ‘neatest demonstration of how state power has 
operated, through ledgers and lists and indictments, and through what is missing from them.’19 
While Steedman seeks the ‘psychical phenomenology’ of the archive through the dust and 
faded ribbons that secure bundled papers and accompany the historian’s visit, Ann Cvetkovich 
calls for an extended archive, one that values and thus preserves the quotidian objects 
that accompany histories of trauma. For an archive to be useful, to have ‘affective power’, 
Cvetkovich suggests an archive must ‘preserve and produce not just knowledge but feeling’.20 
The empty sites of New Zealand’s mental hospitals provided a distributed and ephemeral 
archive (Figure 3). As I wrote my dissertation, weatherboards rotted, and copper spouting 
disappeared in the night from Seaview Hospital; 650 kilometres north, bulldozers were 
rolled in at Lake Alice. This temporary, fragmented collection provided the affective richness 
missing from the drawings, invoices and file notes that accompanied the construction of these 
buildings. But it was Faces in the Water that connected me to the lived experience of these sites. 
Frame’s novel eroded the distance between myself and the thousands of lives my research 
brushed against. It made me aware that each and every number on the page of a government 
report was a person as real as those who sat beside me.

I searched tirelessly for Frame in the spaces where mould crept up ripped curtains as they 
danced across broken panes of glass, and in the wind-swept emptiness of endless corridors 
whose difference lay only in their geographical location. I embarked on a pilgrimage to reunite 
the architecture fragmented through Frame’s texts with the physical residue of these long-
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abandoned buildings. ‘Lawn Lodge’ was a pseudonym for a back-ward that Frame likened 
to ‘a house visited by the plague.’ A back-ward was a term used to describe the wards that 
accommodated the patients whom hospital staff deemed unlikely to recover. As doctors’ offices 
were generally located near the front entrance of a mental hospital site, back-wards were those 
located the farthest away. They were typically the most dilapidated. Frame wrote: ‘we could 
hear the water splashing in the puddles and gurgling in the spouting, but we could not see 
for the lower part of the windows was boarded up…’21 I became convinced this ward must 
have been sited at the Auckland Asylum, and obsessed with locating it amidst what is now a 
bustling university campus. Just as I diligently combed the razed site of the Seacliff Asylum 
for any remnant of the concrete steps Frame would traverse during her daily pilgrimage to and 
from the bathroom during the periods she was kept in seclusion: 

I would return shivering from the cold wind that blew along the concrete stairway and 
through the wire-netting doors of the Brick Building to the doorless bathroom with its 
exposed, yellow stained old baths, I was ready to be locked in for the day.22

These elements were not relevant to the process of constructing an argument about the design 
and construction of these hospitals. My thesis required an account of architectural plans, 
building procurement processes, departmental relationships, and the resulting practices of 
inhabitation positioned against best-practice approaches to the treatment of mental illness. The 
relationship of Frame’s experience of a specific site to my research endeavour was peripheral 
at best. Yet I felt gripped by an inexplicable compulsion to find the fragments that Frame 
described. To stand on the ground where she had once stood. If I succeeded I shall never be 
cognisant of the fact (Figure 4).

Figure 4 Landscape remnants at Seacliff Asylum, Truby King Reserve, Otago, New 
Zealand. Photograph by author, April 2010.

Sutherland argues that, in our process of historical navigation, we must ‘enter as far as possible 
into the physical world of our subject’; to do that we seek shared experiences in the hopes 
these will ‘bring us closer to the person whose writings we study, informing and illuminating 
our research.’23 I was not studying Frame’s writing but it became the lens through which I 
engaged with these sites. Her narrative undid the process of sanitation the archival records 
had been subjected to. I was able to grasp the human struggles and tragedies that remained 
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invisible between the neatly typed lines of departmental reports. I could read the empty 
sprawling spaces that stood before me with an intimate understanding of the routines of daily 
life formerly contained with their walls (Figure 5). It was Frame who granted this access. 

Figure 5 A single bedroom retrofitted by hospital staff for patient seclusion, Lake 
Alice Hospital, Marton, New Zealand. Photograph by author, June 2010.

My research sought to contribute an architectural perspective to a history that deserved 
closer examination – even if only as some small tribute to the thousands of stories silenced 
by confinement. How much of Frame’s material to include became an ongoing negotiation. 
My earliest chapter drafts were littered with citations from Faces in the Water and from 
Frame’s autobiography An Angel at My Table. But in the final days of editing I found myself 
stripping out the details from these citations, using only what was required. Only later would I 
appreciate that the logic underpinning this process was not situated within academic practice 
but in a mounting desire to protect Frame. 

Within the final version of my thesis I included only four quotes from Frame: one was on 
the appearance of Seacliff, one discussed the challenges facing institutional psychiatrists the 
third was an account of receiving visitors and the fourth detailed bathing procedures.24 The 
latter was the only citation that dealt with Frame’s intimate experiences of hospital life:

…crowded into the tiny washroom to be dressed. There was little hope of washing, and as 
one entered the room one was bulldozed … by the smell of stale bodies. We stood there naked, 
packed tightly like cattle at the sale yards, and awaiting the random distribution of our 
clothes...25

Even this I became uncomfortable with and cast around for an alternative. A patient identified 
only as ‘Natasha, Patient at Cherry Farm Hospital, 1975’ similarly recalled: ‘You were herded 
into the bathroom naked and you had to have baths and showers with everybody. It was like 
a prison – no privacy… Patients were herded into the room like sheep.’26 I deliberated on this 
alternative. Typed it out and referenced it before coming back three days later and reinserting 
Frame’s words. My reticence in using this quote was a consequence of my knowledge of the 
wider text within which it appeared; specifically, the absence of basic human respect that 
permeated it. 
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In my original chapter draft, written early within my candidature, I had also included 
Frame’s recollections of toilet procedures, of which she gave two separate accounts.27 These 
citations have become more difficult for me to read as time has passed and the idea of citing 
them now is intolerable. I have seldom come across a handful of words - less than forty in both 
cases – that, despite repeated exposure, still cause me to wince at the inhumanity they convey. 
In the final version of my thesis, I shied away from these quotes, opting for the less disturbing 
citations provided by Natasha: ‘…you had to go through three locked doors to get to the toilet, 
and the nurse would come with you.’28 And from the report of the 2005 Confidential Forum 
for Former In-patients: ‘Many [patients] gave an account of a lack of privacy and routines 
being carried out in ways that they found degrading and humiliating. … the absence of doors 
on toilets and having to use toilets in front of staff ...’29 What I knew was that these accounts 
did not hold a candle to the intensely evocative nature of Frame’s passages or the depth of 
understanding they were able to provide. Frame could instantly erode the distance between the 
reader and this history; to make you feel that you could not be more horrified than if you were 
physically present in one of the situations she described, watching the inevitable consequence 
of a patient denied access to a toilet. So why could I not bring myself to use them?

Heidi McKee and James Porter have impressed the need to see historic figures within 
the immediate context of their life but also in the larger context of their community and 
culture.30 Francesca Moore goes further in pointing out that historical figures continue to play 
important roles within their communities long after they have died.31 I had not read Frame’s 
work prior to commencing my doctoral research but this did not prevent my appreciation that 
she was, and remains, one of New Zealand’s most valued and accomplished literary figures. 
She has, and will continue, to inspire generations of writers. I was acutely aware, in writing up 
my thesis, that any damage inflicted on Frame’s reputation may no longer hurt her personally 
but there remained the possibility of causing distress to her family and the literary community 
to whom she belongs and still contributes via the works she has left behind. I carefully 
weighted the benefits of citing each individual passage against the potential damage to Frame’s 
reputation. Frame offered the most useful and moving account that a historian could wish for 
in conveying the lived experience of New Zealand’s mental hospitals and she herself had put it 
in the public realm. These were not archival records of a private nature, yet, I wasn’t convinced 
that this was justification enough to cite Faces in the Water freely. 

Steedman provides a discussion of the relationship between the archive, the novel and the 
letter that perhaps illuminates the source of this conflict. Where the novel is written for an 
‘intended reader’, ‘the Historian who goes to the Archive … will always read that which was 
never intended for his or her eyes.’32 I cannot know the extent to which Frame’s early drafts 
of Faces in the Water were intended for an audience since, as a ritual of exorcism, the writing of 
the work itself seems the necessary act, not the sharing of it afterward. Citing Terry Eagleton, 
Steedman draws parallels between the archive and letters: ‘The letter is part of the body which 
is detachable: torn from the very depths of the subject.’33 This distinction begins to unravel my 
discomfort. The more of Frame’s story I came to understand, the more I read around Faces in 
the Water, the more I felt I had stumbled into an intensely private world where I should not 
have been. The final version of my thesis was sanitised of Frame’s most disturbing recollections. 
In the end, if I am honest, this was not borne of concern for the literary community to whom 
Frame belonged but a fear of exploiting Frame herself. Somewhere along the way I developed 
a desire to protect Frame; to mitigate the vulnerability that might arise from the repetition of 
these details of her life. But what made me think that Frame, a literary giant of world-renown, 
required my protection? Perhaps this was the wrong question altogether and, potentially, 
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just as patronizing as the discourses that Gordon herself despises. Frame did not require my 
protection. She deserved my acknowledgement. She is still owed it. But there is nothing 
straight forward about what form this acknowledgement should take.

Ethical paradoxes and the quantification of research 
contribution
Acknowledging Frame’s contribution to my research is an act that further consolidates the 
ties between her personal history and the history of these institutions. It is an ethical paradox 
with which I have struggled. The position taken within my thesis was one of minimizing 
Frame’s connection. I empathised with Gordon’s position and felt a responsibility to respect 
and uphold her approach. However, the value of Faces in the Water as a significant piece of 
New Zealand’s history cannot be taken lightly. It is a work of paramount importance given 
the role it plays in standing-in for the stories of thousands of patients who never got to tell 
their own. Cheryl Glenn and Jessica Enoch have pointed out that when we engage with the 
written materials left to us, we are participating in an exchange - one that obliges us to listen 
to our research subjects, even when they speak from the archive.34 But what is the proper form 
or attribution of such a vital exchange; and how would Frame’s role fit within the accepted 
academic conventions of research production? This question cannot be answered until the 
magnitude of Frame’s contribution has been adequately weighted. 

Through her texts, Frame contributed as least as much knowledge, practical advice, ethical 
guidance and emotional support as the two, highly skilled and dedicated supervisors who 
(living and breathing) guided me though the doctoral process. Frame supported me through 
the trauma of engaging with a history of devastating futility. If we seek to engage human 
subjects in the research we conduct, ethical safe guards ensure we account for the risks 
inherent to this research activity. 35 But when we delve into the archive as researchers we 
seldom give consideration to the preservation of our own wellbeing. How heavily this material 
will weigh on us; how deeply this knowledge will become embedded in our psyche so that 
living without it is a memory barely able to be recalled. How does one mitigate such harm; by 
granting oneself permission to read acts of inhumanity purely as data or to willingly sustain 
the blows of each subsequent encounter? The determination not to lose my humanity, not to 
harden to the intolerable traumas faced by patients effected its own trauma. On the days that 
this material became too dark and overwhelming it was Frame who gave me the strength to 
persevere. 

Susan Sontag, reflecting on her encounter with the photographs of Bergen-Belsen and 
Dachau, has written: ‘it seems plausible to me to divide my life into two parts, before I saw 
those photographs … and after.’36 This is how I feel about Faces in the Water. Accepting that 
my knowledge of Frame’s lived experience is limited at best, renegotiating my existence in the 
world in light of this knowledge was exhausting. This process of renegotiation parallels with 
Megan Boler’s ‘pedagogy of discomfort’ which seeks a transformation of a student’s world 
view, aiming to impart the courage to inhabit a more ambiguous sense of self and to activity 
resist comfortable binary positions such as right and wrong.37 Frame’s texts taught me this. 
These texts were not my first encounter with material that disrupted my world view but hers 
was the work that taught me how to conduct myself with compassion and integrity within a 
reality far more complex and confounding than I’d formerly appreciated.

At the time I completed my thesis I thought it was for the thousands of patients whose 
voices had been silenced by New Zealand’s history of institutionalisation for mental illness. 
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It took me three years to realise that I had been writing for Frame. Measuring myself against 
her standards, striving for an account that was rigorous, respectful and balanced. It couldn’t lay 
blame unnecessarily. Not on the hospital staff, the architects or administrators who were all, 
in their own ways, caught within a complex and intractable system. Within these institutions 
patients were treated in ways that were inexcusable, but Frame remained respectful. She was 
never unrealistic about what individuals could achieve and acknowledged plainly the realities 
of these institutions, graciously expressing thanks for small kindnesses. The passage she wrote 
regarding her perception of institutional psychiatrists provides a humbling lesson that finding 
oneself in an incomprehensible situation is not an excuse for abandoning one’s integrity or 
compassion:

the doctor enquiring as if his life depended on it ... ‘Do you trust me, will you trust me’ ... 
when you knew privately, that he scarcely had time to trust himself in the confusion and 
tiredness that accompanied the day-and-night attempt to solve the human division sum that 
had been omitted from his medical training: if one thousand women depended on one-and-
a-half doctors how much time must be devoted to each patient in one year …38

In her 1984 autobiography, An Angel at My Table, Frame lamented the degree of detail that 
she excluded from Faces in the Water (the ‘squalor and inhumanity were almost indescribable’) 
because she ‘did not want a record by a former patient to appear to be over-dramatic.’ 39 Yet 
through Frame’s silences and suppressions I learned that sensationalism lends badly to the 
legibility and credibility of a text. Privileging the exceptional over the quotidian inhumanities 
of life within these institutions provides a literary sugar rush; it cannot sustain a reader 
over the duration. We know, from the government inquiries and the hundreds of claims 
lodged for compensation following deinstitutionalisation, that patients suffered physical and 
psychological abuse within New Zealand’s mental hospitals.40 Yet the restraint in Frame’s 
work suggested she understood that there was a very real danger in including too much of this 
detail. Birmingham has suggested that the skill of the historian is not in ‘see[ing] the dead’ but 
‘our potential to help the dead … finish their stories.’41 Frame and I were both engaged in an 
educational exercise; we were both out to tell stories that needed to be heard and respecting 
the capacity of the audience to hear those stories is a skill she taught me.

Co-created research, co-authorship and an ethic of 
reciprocity 
Was Frame’s contribution commensurate with contemporary qualifications for co-authorship 
and what are the ethics that would complicate taking such a position? This, of course, is an 
extreme question but I would argue that extremes are sometimes necessary to obtain a full 
understanding of the issues at play. How did Frame’s contribution go unrecognised at the 
time of submitting my doctoral thesis, by either myself or my supervisors (one of whom had 
been a close personal friend of Frame)? There would be no such oversight if Frame were 
living. What are the burdens of academia that act to suppress these conversations? There are 
broader implications for academic practice that these kinds of conversations cleave open. The 
degree to which questions of co-authorship simmers as a source of discontent makes clear 
that these are the conversations we shy away from, trusting instead in habits and conventions 
we are told are grounded in the fair attribution of research contribution.42 It is only when 
ethical considerations collide that we find ourselves questioning whether the fall-back options 
available to us are sufficient. Within our current research context, where transdisciplinary 
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methods and research co-created with participants is on the rise, the attribution of authorship 
will become more complicated.43 

In contemporary academic practice, claims to co-authorship are contingent upon ‘a 
significant intellectual or scholarly contribution’ that includes one or more of the following:

• conception and design of the research 
• acquisition of research data where the acquisition has required significant intellectual 

judgement or input
• analysis and interpretation of research data
• writing up of the research or redrafting it so as to critically change or substantively 

advance the interpretation44

Within the disciplines of history and, in this particular case architectural history, much of 
the research process is conducted in relative isolation. The methods employed for research tend 
to be long established, requiring no specific design. The acquisition of data is predominantly 
archival, and generally conducted by the researcher, as is the analysis and write up of this type 
of research. For most doctoral students of history and its sub-fields, questions of authorship, 
if they arise at all, tend to occur with reference to co-authorship with supervisors. However, 
depending on the discipline, institution, nature the research project and the individuals 
involved, such questions may never arise. This was the case during my candidature. 

Frame’s intellectual contribution was significant in shaping the conception and direction of 
my research. So many of the questions demanded from this architectural residue, and from the 
physical archive containing the traces of its construction, emanated from Frame’s texts. This 
calls into question how the ‘acquisition of research data’ is defined when historians draw from 
archival records that are autoethnographic in nature. That, as Adams, Jones and Ellis point out, 
foreground the personal experience to critique existing cultural practice.45 As Gambaudo has 
observed, Faces in the Water was no simple experiential account but one that created ‘a tension 
between realism and fiction’ because Frame ‘situat[ed] herself at once in and out of the asylum 
experience, at once the madwomen and the observer of the mad.’46 Employing the novel over 
the autobiographical format enabled Frame to ‘critique narratives of sanity/insanity’:

to successfully unpack the dynamics of social viability and the social significance, or more 
accurately insignificance, of marginal experience, something the autobiography does not do.47

To posthumously appoint a co-author, with no prior knowledge of, or agreement to be 
associated with, a research project would not be a respectful act. I propose, instead, that when 
we engage voices from the archive an ethic of reciprocity is required. This would honestly 
state the depth and significance of the knowledge we obtain from others, the way that this 
shapes our research, informs our practice and, by extension (and where appropriate) our way of 
existing in the world. An ethic of reciprocity would seek to respect the feelings and experiences 
of archival figures and to account for their values in so far as these can be understood by 
the researcher. To return to Glenn and Enoch’s point, that we need to listen to our research 
subjects,48 listening to Frame required that I hear not only her story but also her desires 
and values. Her position on the treatment of mental hospital patients, the respect that she 
showed to others (including hospital staff ), and her commitment to storytelling of the highest 
standard; the care that must be directed to assembling words on a page. I cannot pretend to 
know whether my work would meet with Frame’s high expectations, but I was sincere in my 
efforts and perhaps this is the best we can aspire to. 

Notwithstanding the veil of fiction under which Faces in the Water was placed into 
the world, Frame invited readers into her suffering, laying bare uncomfortably intimate 
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experiences. The decision to incorporate such personal work in one’s research should be 
accompanied by an ethical stance of empathy and respect, not unlike an ethic of ‘friendship’ or 
‘care’ that prioritises the wellbeing of those engaged in our research.49 In proposing a definition 
of care, Nel Noddings has written: 

[We should] ideally, be able to present reasons for our action / in action which would persuade 
a reasonable, disinterested observer that we acted on behalf of the cared-for.50 

Wolgemuth and Donohue have similarly suggested that where empathy is the critical stance of 
the researcher then ‘friendship is the overriding structure for that stance’:

researchers must concern themselves with the whole of participants’ lives, privileging 
participants’ feelings, experiences, and the needs of data and information gathering.51 

In selecting the term ‘privilege’ over ‘balance’, Wolgemuth and Donohue suggest that this 
involves more than the process of ‘weighting’ benefits against risk – as researchers are so 
often asked to do within ethics applications. It goes beyond the simple ‘prevention of harm.’  
Instead, as Costley and Gibbs point out, this approach asks the researcher to consider how this 
engagement, or association (in Frame’s case) with research and dissemination might result in 
positive benefits to a participant’s wellbeing.52 

Embracing an ethic of reciprocity challenges the value hierarchy that seeks truth through 
objectivity. Indeed, it was the expectation of objectivity that precluded a discussion of properly 
acknowledging Frame’s contribution to my doctoral research. As junior academics, particularly 
in the field of architectural history, subjectivity is something we are conditioned against. It is 
to be acknowledged up front, but ever so briefly, and then promptly buried from view for the 
remainder of the thesis. During my second year of study I read Maria Tumarkin’s dissertation 
that dealt with public and private trauma in the context of Australia’s Port Arthur; both that 
which attached to the site following the shootings that took place in 1996 and her own in 
having to engage with this site for research purposes.53 Her work spoke to me and yet it made 
me so uncomfortable that I put it down after only three chapters. I was already conditioned to 
be sceptical of subjectivity, to view this as somehow synonymous with weakness in academic 
research. Frame’s lessons keep coming. She has helped me here to face my own fear of 
subjectivity; to have the courage to own it and to recognise out-loud the value of my own 
personal experience. In the context of my doctoral research Frame deserves to be thanked and 
properly credited for her essential contributions to the direction and quality of this work, for 
the tireless support she provided through the trauma of engaging with this difficult history, 
and for the researcher, teacher and human being I have become because of her influence. In 
putting this plainly on paper I feel at peace with my dissertation. Gordon’s elusive ‘something’ 
has been done.

Conclusion
Collaboratively produced research is always a messy business but when our collaborators 
speak from the archive this complexity is exacerbated by the risk of failing to distinguish 
between those voices whom we cite, straightforwardly as archival artefacts or passive subjects, 
and those who more intimately shape the work we produce. For the latter, contemporary 
practices of attribution and citation are insufficient to account for these contributions. An 
ethic of reciprocity is required; an approach that challenges current definitions of citation 
and acknowledgment to recognise when the contribution of historical figures is so critical 
that they should be regarded not as sources to cite but as co-creators of knowledge. An ethic 
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of reciprocity should be honest and up front in making explicit the significance of these 
contributions. It demands that research be conducted from a position of empathy and respect, 
that equal consideration be directed toward the needs of archival figures and the needs of our 
research.  
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